Oxford Essential Dictionary

**ELEMENTARY AND PRE-INTERMEDIATE A1 TO A2**

**24,000 words, phrases, and meanings**

This dictionary helps students with the most important words and how to use them.

- The 2,000 most important and useful words to learn at this level are clearly marked as keywords so that learners give them special attention.
- 500 Focus Notes on spelling, grammar, and pronunciation help learners to avoid mistakes.
- 13,000 examples help students use the words correctly.
- Over 400 illustrations throughout the dictionary and a colourful 16-page Picture Dictionary section help to explain difficult words or show a word’s different meanings.
- 16-page study section gives extra help on topics such as talking on the telephone, letter writing, and talking about dates and numbers.

Also available with CD-ROM. Search the dictionary and hear spoken British and American pronunciation of all the words and listen to thousands of spoken examples at keyword entries. Games and exercises give more practice in vocabulary learning and help prepare for exams like KET, and the Starters, Movers, and Flyers Tests.

978 0 19 431718 4 Oxford Essential Dictionary
978 0 19 431722 1 Oxford Essential Dictionary with CD-ROM

**Oxford Basic Dictionary of English**

A lower-price version of the Oxford Essential Dictionary.

978 0 19 431719 1 Oxford Basic Dictionary of English (only available in certain countries)
Oxford Wordpower Dictionary

Third Edition
INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER-INTERMEDIATE B1 TO B2

Over 46,000 words, phrases, and meanings

Written specifically for intermediate learners and their needs, with a focus on building vocabulary through topics, and on boosting accuracy and confidence.

Every aspect of the dictionary, from the way the entries are written to the way the information is presented, has been planned to ensure that it is always user-friendly and helpful.

- Oxford 3000™ – the most useful words to learn – are clearly marked so users can focus on learning the most important words.
- Users can find what they are looking for and understand it when they do. The dictionary explains difficult words so that students understand the definitions without having to look elsewhere. The dictionary explains difficult words so that students understand the definitions without having to look elsewhere. Shortcuts in longer entries take users straight to the right meaning.
- New vocabulary-building notes give words on particular topics, as well as synonyms for over-used words like ‘nice’ and ‘good’.
- ‘Help’ notes give learners the information they need to avoid errors. ‘More’ notes encourage users to build on what they know.
- Photos and drawings clarify difficult words or show the difference between similar words.
- Sixteen pages of colour illustrations show words in topic groups to build vocabulary.
- Activities develop dictionary skills so that learners get the most from the dictionary.

Also available with CD-ROM including the complete Wordpower Dictionary, the Oxford Learner’s Wordfinder Dictionary, and the Oxford Genie. Users can choose to see entries from Wordpower under topic headings, for example all words connected with computing or the environment.

Includes games and exercises to help learners build vocabulary and prepare for exams. The CD-ROM also includes the Wordpower Trainer activity booklet.

52,000 words, phrases, and meanings

A new edition, now with over 2,600 more curricular words and more support to help students use English to study other subjects (biology, history, mathematics, geography, history, art, music, etc).

New for this edition:
- Collocations boxes show how to talk and write about topics (e.g. art, describing trends, the legal system, health).
- Thesaurus boxes show how to expand your vocabulary using synonyms (mention, refer to, cite, quote, allude to). Oxford 3000™, the words students need to know, marked with a Ø.
- All words from the Academic Word List are clearly marked to help with academic writing.
- 40 reference pages support academic writing and improve study skills.
- Hundreds of diagrams and illustrations help to describe scientific and technical processes.

New CD-ROM for students to search the complete Oxford Student’s Dictionary and the Oxford Learner’s Wordfinder Dictionary and also:
- Search the words needed for each content area in the Topic Dictionary.
- Create your own glossaries and word lists in the My Topics Dictionary and add your own notes to entries.
- Vocabulary-building and exam practice exercises.
- Recommended for CLIL and bilingual or vocational schools, and for students preparing for international exams including IELTS and TOEFL®.

Reduced sample pages from the Oxford Wordpower Dictionary

Reduced sample page from the Oxford Student’s Dictionary

Visit www.oup.com/elt for inspiring teaching ideas, resources, and support.
Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary
Eighth Edition
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED
B2 TO C2
A S Hornby
Editor: Joanna Turnbull

The Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary gives more help and more support than any other dictionary at this level. It focuses on learners’ needs to understand and use words correctly, and to develop their core language skills. With over 35 millions copies sold, it is the world’s bestselling advanced learner’s dictionary, and the dictionary teachers and students love to use.

NEW for the 8th edition
■ 1,000 new words and meanings covering technology, lifestyle, slang, the economy (carbon trading, citizen journalism, malware, staycation)
■ Oxford 3000Plus™ shows students the most important words to know in English and the most important meanings of those words.
■ Academic Word List words marked.
■ NEW 32-page Oxford Writing Tutor helps students plan, write, and review their written work.
■ NEW Topic Collocation notes and synonym information in the Oxford 3000™ keyword entries enable students to extend their vocabulary to over 7,500 words.
■ NEW 64-page Visual Vocabulary Builder with colour photos and illustrations builds vocabulary on topics such as landscapes, the environment, leisure activities, and ‘inside the house’.

NEW interactive whiteboard-friendly CD-ROM
■ Oxford iWriter, an interactive tutor to help students plan, write, and review their written work.
■ Example bank with 1,000s of extra example sentences.
■ Topic vocabulary banks make it easy to look up and learn words used in society and politics, science and technology, culture, and education.
■ Dictation exercises in a variety of accents to develop listening skills needed for passing exams.
■ Help with learning and teaching dictionary skills.
■ Exercises to practise and learn the Academic Word List.

NEW unlimited online access and audio
■ NEW Access to the complete A-Z dictionary.
■ NEW Hear all headwords spoken to practise pronunciation.

Oxford Learner’s Pocket Dictionary
Fourth Edition
INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED
B1 TO C2
38,000 words, phrases, and meanings
Essential information on basic English vocabulary in a popular, slim, pocket-sized book that is easy to carry. Now updated with new words that have entered the language.
■ Up-to-date vocabulary, reflecting modern usage.
■ British and American English.
■ Oxford 3000™, the words students need to know, marked with a .
■ Corpus-based examples show how words are used.
■ Grammar patterns help with the correct use of prepositions, infinitives, and gerunds.
■ Help with irregular forms and spellings.
■ Explains thousands of idioms and phrasal verbs.

NEW for the 8th edition
■ 1,000 new words and meanings covering technology, lifestyle, slang, the economy (carbon trading, citizen journalism, malware, staycation)
■ Oxford 3000Plus™ shows students the most important words to know in English and the most important meanings of those words.
■ Academic Word List words marked.
■ NEW 32-page Oxford Writing Tutor helps students plan, write, and review their written work.
■ NEW Topic Collocation notes and synonym information in the Oxford 3000™ keyword entries enable students to extend their vocabulary to over 7,500 words.
■ NEW 64-page Visual Vocabulary Builder with colour photos and illustrations builds vocabulary on topics such as landscapes, the environment, leisure activities, and ‘inside the house’.

NEW interactive whiteboard-friendly CD-ROM
■ Oxford iWriter, an interactive tutor to help students plan, write, and review their written work.
■ Example bank with 1,000s of extra example sentences.
■ Topic vocabulary banks make it easy to look up and learn words used in society and politics, science and technology, culture, and education.
■ Dictation exercises in a variety of accents to develop listening skills needed for passing exams.
■ Help with learning and teaching dictionary skills.
■ Exercises to practise and learn the Academic Word List.

NEW unlimited online access and audio
■ NEW Access to the complete A-Z dictionary.
■ NEW Hear all headwords spoken to practise pronunciation.
Oxford Learner’s Thesaurus
A dictionary of synonyms
Shortlisted for the British Council ELT Innovation Award
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED
B2 TO C2
A learner’s thesaurus of over 17,000 words and expressions from written and spoken British and American English with CD-ROM.
This learner’s thesaurus helps students distinguish between similar words and use them correctly. The 2,000 entries:
- include between three and ten near-synonyms, showing the differences between them in terms of meaning, grammar, register, collocations, and frequency.
- help students understand the differences between familiar words such as easy and simple while learning expressions they may not know, such as effortless, painless, and plain sailing.
- provide over 4,000 notes to enable students to distinguish between very close synonyms, choose the best word for the context, and use it correctly.
- include over 2,000 opposites.
The Oxford Learner’s Thesaurus also includes:
- an alphabetical index and a topic index, making it easy to find any word or expression in the thesaurus.
- 16 Study Pages focusing on topics, with exam-style exercises.
- 9-page trainer on making the best use of the Thesaurus.
- a CD-ROM of the complete Oxford Learner’s Thesaurus, and over 250 extra practice exercises.
978 0 19 475204 6  Paperpack
978 0 19 475205 3  Counterpack (5 copies)

Oxford Collocations Dictionary
for students of English
With CD-ROM
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED
B2 TO C2
The dictionary that helps students write and speak natural-sounding English, now in a new edition with CD-ROM.
Which words usually go together? This dictionary shows you the common word combinations (collocations) that are essential for natural-sounding British and American English. Completely revised and extended, the new edition has over 250,000 collocations and over 75,000 examples.
New for this edition:
- Based on the Oxford English Corpus, a 2-billion word corpus that provides authoritative information on the most typical collocations.
- Collocations only found in British or American English are clearly labelled.
- Examples, using British and American English, show how collocations work in context.
- Headwords printed in blue help you find the right word faster.
- CD-ROM with the complete dictionary, a searchable index that makes it easy to find the collocation you are looking for, and practice exercises.
- CD-ROM has pop-up definitions of every word included in the dictionary, with spoken pronunciation of British and American English.
- Also included:
  - Collocations grouped according to part of speech and meaning.
  - Usage notes show collocations shared by sets of words such as languages and seasons.
  - 16-page Study section.
**Oxford Picture Dictionary**

**BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE**
Jayme Adelson-Goldstein and Norma Shapiro

A new edition of the popular picture dictionary, available in 13 bilingual editions that meet the language needs of young adult and adult students around the world.

- Clear, vibrant illustrations define over 4,000 words and phrases.
- 13 bilingual editions with complete second language indexes now including new Farsi and Urdu editions.
- Practice activities enable students to immediately use the target vocabulary.
- Sub-topics organize words into logical groupings, making the new edition easier to navigate through.
- New Intro pages, Story pages, and More Verbs and Phrases sections help learners improve their vocabulary as well as reading, critical thinking, and speaking skills.
- A wealth of extra resources means teachers can use the Oxford Picture Dictionary as a fully integrated course. The full package includes lesson plans, classroom activities, workbooks, audio programme, overhead transparencies, vocabulary teaching handbook, bilingual family handbook, test software, and a companion website. A new dedicated Reading Library and Interactive CD-ROM are also available.

**Oxford Picture Dictionary Interactive CD-ROM**
**BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE**
Jayme Adelson-Goldstein, Norma Shapiro with Jenni Currie Santamaria, and Jane Spigarelli

New edition of the CD-ROM that brings the words and illustrations in the Oxford Picture Dictionary to life with sound and animation.

- Hundreds of hours of speaking, listening, reading, and writing practice.
- New Vocabulary Notebook allows learners to create an electronic notebook of words and images facilitating independent learning.
- New videos with civics and life-skills activities provide useful language for travel.

**Oxford Picture Dictionary Reading Library**
**BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE**
Nine readers based on topics in the Oxford Picture Dictionary with narratives on issues including society, study, and the workplace.

- Provides contextualized reading practice students need to learn and retain new vocabulary.
- Before Reading, Reading Check, and After Reading activities review and reinforce vocabulary, ensure comprehension, and build critical thinking skills.
- Links to the Oxford Picture Dictionary provide a visual glossary for easy reference.
- Audio CDs include recorded versions of all the readers.

**Oxford ESL Dictionary**
**INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED**
41,600 words, phrases, and meanings

Helps students of North American English make the breakthrough from basic survival vocabulary to greater fluency and confidence with the written word.

- 33,000 example sentences based on a 100-million-word corpus of American and Canadian English.
- Over 2,000 notes build learners’ vocabulary and prevent common errors.
- Illustrations depict difficult words or groups of related items.
- 32 study pages on topics of particular interest in North America, as well as practice of language and study skills.
- Also available with CD-ROM.

**The Basic Oxford Picture Dictionary**
**Second Edition**
**BEGINNER**
Margot Cramer
Teacher’s Book: Norma Shapiro
and Jayme Adelson-Goldstein

A topic-based picture dictionary program that reflects the needs of beginner-level adult and young adult students.

**Oxford ESl Dictionary Workbook**
**69**
What makes them learners’ dictionaries?

- We can focus the entire contents of the dictionary on telling learners in detail what they need to know about English.
- Notes in the user’s own language provide targeted help with grammar, usage, and vocabulary points where it is most needed.

What difference does that make?

- Many students like to use a bilingual dictionary, especially for self-study. By using one with the same philosophy, conventions, and structure as the monolingual, they find it easier to move between bilingual and monolingual.

How do they fit in with monolingual dictionaries?

- Many students like to use a bilingual dictionary, especially for self-study. By using one with the same philosophy, conventions, and structure as the monolingual, they find it easier to move between bilingual and monolingual.
Also available:

**CATALAN**
Diccionari Oxford Pocket Català ELEMENTARY TO INTERMEDIATE
978 0 19 431729 0

**GERMAN**
Das Oxford Schulwörterbuch INTERMEDIATE
978 0 19 431070 3
Das Große Oxford Wörterbuch Second Edition with CD-ROM INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED
978 0 19 431070 3

**GREEK**
Oxford English–Greek Learner’s Dictionary ADVANCED
978 0 19 432568 4
Oxford Greek–English Learner’s Dictionary ADVANCED
978 0 19 431279 0

**ITALIAN**
Dizionario Oxford Study per studenti d’inglese, Second Edition INTERMEDIATE 978 0 19 431679 8 Dictionary plus CD-ROM and Trainer

**POLISH**
Oxford Pocket słownik kieszonkowy INTERMEDIATE
978 0 19 431598 2

**PORTUGUESE**
DICIONÁRIO PORTUGUÊS Dicionário Oxford Estudante para estudantes brasileiros de inglês 978 0 19 431173 9 Aprenda Definitivamente 100 Phrasal Verbs 978 0 19 431213 5 Oxford Pocket dicionário bilingue para brasileiros 978 0 19 431558 6

**EUROPEAN PORTUGUESE**
Dicionário Oxford Pocket para estudantes de Inglês INTERMEDIATE
978 0 19 431247 9 Hardback
978 0 19 431177 7 Paperback with Mini CD-ROM

**SERBIAN**
Oxford English-Serbian Student’s Dictionary INTERMEDIATE
978 0 19 431598 2

**SPANISH**
**LATIN AMERICAN SPANISH**
Dicionario Oxford Pocket ELEMENTARY TO INTERMEDIATE
978 0 19 431668 0
Diccionario Oxford de Phrasal Verbs 978 0 19 431383 8

**LATIN AMERICAN SPANISH**
Diccionario Oxford Pocket Edición Latinoamericana 978 0 19 431669 7

**TURKISH**
Oxford Türkçe Sözlüğü 978 0 19 431440 0

---

**Aspects of Britain and the USA**
**INTERMEDIATE**
Christopher Garwood, Gaglieno Gardani, and Edda Perri
A comprehensive look at the people, geography, history, and institutions of the UK and the USA.
978 0 19 454245 6 Aspects of Britain and the USA

**Spotlight on Australia**
**INTERMEDIATE**
Ann Dennis
A fascinating insight into Australian life.
978 0 19 550784 3 Spotlight on Australia

**Gateway to Canada**
**INTERMEDIATE**
Virginia L Sauvé and Monique Sauvé
Focuses on Canada’s history, geography, economy, political system, society, and rich diversity of cultures.
978 0 19 541152 2 Gateway to Canada

**Spotlight on the USA**
**INTERMEDIATE**
Randee Folk
A look at life, customs, and the history of the United States, with full-colour illustrations and photographs.
978 0 19 4342135 3 Spotlight on the USA

---

**Oxford Guide to British and American Culture**
**SECOND EDITION**
**UPPER-INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED**
An A–Z dictionary of everything you need to know about British and American culture in the 21st century.

- The rich, the famous and the infamous, history, tradition, folklore, legends, politics, festivals, music, food, and attitudes.
- Ideal reference support for culture and institutions courses and inter-cultural awareness training.
- Around 10,000 entries and hundreds of illustrations.

978 0 19 431129 8 Oxford Guide to British and American Culture

---

**Britain for learners of English**
**INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED**
B1 TO C2
James O’Driscoll
Understand the country and its people in this completely revised and updated edition.

- Gives students a real insight into what it means to live in Britain today.
- Provides the historical and cultural background of British society and institutions, as well as the private daily life of the British people.
- Charts, graphs, extracts from popular fiction and newspapers etc. provide additional information.
- Questions at the end of each chapter encourage analysis of the text and cross-cultural comparison.
- Updated with new photographs and illustrations.
- NEW Workbook with activities to encourage students to think about cultural issues raised in the book, to make comparisons with their own culture, and to revise and reinforce the book’s content and language.
- NEW website, regularly updated with new information and statistics plus useful links to media and government websites.

978 0 19 430647 8 Britain, Second Edition Pack (with Workbook)
978 0 19 430644 7 Britain, Second Edition Student’s Book

---

**Spotlight on Britain**
**INTERMEDIATE**
Susan Sheerin, Jonathan Seath, and Gillian White
Topics include London, Liverpool and the Beatles, and Stratford and Shakespeare. For use as a class reader or self-study.
978 0 19 432708 6 Spotlight on Britain